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News 1.2 Release Candidate 2 has been released fixing a few bugs - see changelog. This is a
public beta for testing purposes, but if no bugs are found, it will become the stable release.

We still have problems with some sites not showing news in Classic view. Unfortunately, we
have not succeeded in locating the problem, since it is only a few people with the problem and
scarce debugging information.

You can get the file at the XOOPS Module Development Forge's News module project pages.
Please report any bugs on the project bug tracker before june 7th 2004.

************
Change Log v1.2 RC2
************
> fixed topic image alignment not saving
> fixed NewsStory::getAllPublished to work with backend.php
> fixed new topics navigation block to work properly with restricting topics

http://dev.xoops.org/modules/xfmod/project/showfiles.php?group_id=1008&release_id=57
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